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Introduction

Math education classes helped me understand previously learn topics on a 
deeper level through the use of manipulatives. These classes also lead me to 
wonder which type of manipulative, virtual or physical, help develop conceptual 
understanding more. 



Research Questions

1. Do students gain a better conceptual understanding with virtual or concrete 
manipulatives?

2. After experiencing both concrete and virtual manipulatives, do students 
prefer one type over the other? If so, why?



Literature Review

● Studies support the use of manipulatives in mathematics classrooms
○ One teacher found that 68% of her students increased their scores anywhere from 4% to 42% 

from one year to the next
○ One study showed that students scores were better with traditional lesson; however, student 

enjoyment was greater with manipulatives potentially increasing future retention



Literature Review

● Manipulative- an object that can be used to foster conscious or unconscious 
mathematical thinking

○ Concrete- tangible objects
○ Virtual- interactive, web-based representations of objects



Concrete Manipulatives

Advantages Disadvantages

·         Develop Problem Solving Skills
·         Useful in connecting the three stages of 
learning
·         Help students feel competent
·         Student has more control
·         Can simulate real-life situations easily
·         Less expensive than computers
·         Allows for better teacher student interaction
·         Gives a way for students to receive 
information both visually and kinesthetically

·         Overuse can lead to the ignoring of the 
connections to mathematical symbols
·         Limitations on what can be done with them
·         No feedback



Virtual Manipulatives

Advantages Disadvantages

·         Adaptability
·         Many are on free to use websites
·         Develop Problem Solving Skills
·         Give immediate feedback
·         Useful in connecting the three stages of 
learning
·         Help students feel competent
·         Have a larger variety of available 
experiences
·         Easier to move around
·         Allows for more complex operations
·         More accessible at home (good right now 
during COVID)
·         Many provide step by step instructions

·         Overuse can lead to the ignoring of the 
connections to mathematical symbols
·         Each student, or a small group, must have a 
computer to access them which can be expensive
·         Can’t touch them
·         Some content has yet to be developed this way
·         Forces more abstract thinking leading to some 
students to miss the concept
·         Less teacher insight into student thinking, less 
opportunity to correct misconceptions
·         Can sometimes be too leading



Literature Review 

● Conceptual understanding- “integrated and functional grasp of 
mathematical ideas”

○ Connections between different representations of mathematical concepts
■ Being able to explain in words your steps to a solution
■ Draw pictures that represent problems and solutions



Methodology

● Dr. Santarone’s Middle Grades Cohort Education class
● Half the class comes to in person class, half attend via Zoom
● BrainingCamp.com 





Lesson Delivery
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Findings
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Concrete Manipulatives

Advantages Disadvantages

·         More hands-on
·         Easier to move around
·         Easier to work in groups
·         Better teacher accessibility *
·         Fun and easy to manipulate
·         Better retention
·         Easier to make adjustments and 
correct mistakes
·         Can try multiple methods
·         Can use classmates as resources

·         May not be enough *
·         Easy to lose
·         Expensive
·         Hard to visualize what they represent *
·         Irregularity in piece size or missing 
pieces
·         Germs
·         Don’t show the values *
·         Can’t save the results*
·         No immediate feedback *
·         Negatives and positives are harder to 
keep up with *



Virtual Manipulatives

Advantages Disadvantages

·         Better organization
·         Gives the equation and labels 
components *
·         Easy to use for practice
·         Can be used for any class size
·         Unlimited materials within the app 
(never run out of tiles, blocks, etc.)
·         No germs
·         Everything is in one place
·         Can save your results (by screenshot)
·         No time spent dispensing materials
·         Can’t lose them
·         Gives guidance *
 

·         Takes longer to use/more time 
consuming *
·         Takes time to figure out how the 
program works *
·         Not as hands-on- Not as great for 
kinesthetic learners *
·         Difficulty moving things around
·         Less personal and engaging
·         Learning feel shallower *
·         Technical difficulties
·         Issue of availability of technology *
·         Harder to stay focused *
·         Only one problem at a time- Must clear 
them after each
·         Can be harder to understand *



Conclusions

● Conceptual understanding of multiplying binomials using the FOIL Method was 
enhanced through the use of manipulatives whether virtual or concrete

● Concrete manipulatives increased the students’ conceptual understanding of the 
FOIL Method slightly more than virtual manipulatives did although the increase 
was not significant

● Student prefer concrete manipulatives over virtual manipulatives
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